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A promising route for the development of opto-elelctronic technology is to use terahertz radiation to modulate the

optical properties of semiconductors. Here we demonstrate the dynamical control of photoluminescence (PL) emission

in few-layer InSe using picosecond terahertz pulses. We observe a strong PL quenching (up to 50%) after the arrival of

the terahertz pulse followed by a reversible recovery of the emission on the time scale of 50ps at T = 10K. Microscopic

calculations reveal that the origin of the photoluminescence quenching is the terahertz absorption by photo-excited

carriers: this leads to a heating of the carriers and a broadening of their distribution, which reduces the probability of

bimolecular electron-hole recombination and, therefore, the luminescence. By numerically evaluating the Boltzmann

equation, we are able to clarify the individual roles of optical and acoustic phonons in the subsequent cooling process.

The same PL quenching mechanism is expected in other van der Waals semiconductors and the effect will be particularly

strong for materials with low carrier masses and long carrier relaxation time, which is the case for InSe. This work

gives a solid background for the development of opto-electronic applications based on InSe, such as THz detectors and

optical modulators.

The use of terahertz radiation to modulate the optical prop-

erties of van der Waals (vdW) semiconductors is a promising

route for the development of opto-electronic technology1. In-

deed this class of materials offers unique engineering possi-

bilities by controlling the material thickness down to mono-

layers and by making heterostructures without lattice match-

ing constrains and with the additional twist-angle degree of

freedom2–4. Among vdW materials, InSe is a III-VI semi-

conductor that has shown numerous promising properties for

opto-electronic applications: it features a direct band gap, low

electron mass that leads to high electron mobility5,6 and large

band-gap tunability7–9, and very low Young’s modulus that

leads to high plasticity10,11. Therefore, InSe can be used as

active layer for various applications like photodetectors12,13,

field-effect transistors6,14, and flexible electronics12,15,16.

It was recently shown that InSe is an appealing material

for applications in the THz range such as detectors and emit-

ters. In fact, intersubband electronic transitions in few-layer

InSe were predicted and observed experimentally by means

of electronic resonant tunneling17–19. However, the use of

InSe in the infrared and terahertz range of the electromag-

netic spectrum has not been intensively investigated so far.

On one side, it is of fundamental interest to investigate the

THz/infrared response of InSe20,21, which in turn could con-

stitute a novel characterization technique for InSe quality test-

ing to be employed in the more developed visible range tech-

nology. On the other side, THz radiation can be employed

to control the optical response of the material and the light-

matter interaction22,23.

Here we demonstrate the dynamical control of photolumi-

nescence emission in InSe using picosecond terahertz pulses

obtained with the free-electron laser (FEL) FELBE. To this

end, we perform a two-color time-resolved photolumines-

cence (PL) experiment. After exciting an electron-hole pop-

ulation with picosecond visible (VIS) pulses, a THz pulse ar-

rives with a delay on the sample causing a transient quenching

of the PL emission. For all the investigated temperatures, we

observe a full recovery of the PL intensity, e.g. on the time

scale of 50ps at T = 10K. Our microscopic analysis reveals

that the transient quenching is due to the heating of the carriers

after THz absorption: this leads to a broadening of the electron

and hole distributions in the momentum space that reduces the

rate of spontaneous emission. By monitoring the subsequent

recovery of the PL, we are able to extract the effective cool-

ing times. We accompany our experiment with a microscopic

calculation of carrier cooling obtaining good agreement. The

present study is important for the basic physics knowledge of

the electron-phonon dynamics in InSe and for the develop-

ment of THz and opto-electronic applications as ultrafast THz

detectors, optical modulators, and ultrafast lasing switchers.

The InSe samples are fabricated via mechanical exfoliation

and are transferred onto a diamond substrate. The thicknesses

of the flakes are measured with atomic force microscopy and

the data are reported in Supplementary Material (SM). The

InSe flakes under investigation have a thickness between 8 to

40nm. If it is not stated differently, we show results from

a 16.5nm thick sample since the experimental results do not

show any significant thickness dependence. This corresponds

to about 20 atomic layers24. In this work, we focus on flakes

thicker than 8 nm since they feature strong PL emission due to

the direct band gap24. For this thickness, the band-gap energy

of InSe is of about 1.31 eV.
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Time-resolved photoluminescence spectra are recorded

with a streak camera coupled to a spectrometer. With this

system 5ps time resolution and 1meV spectral resolution are

obtained. A mode-locked Ti:sapphire (TiSa) oscillator with

pulse length of 3ps is used as excitation source at λ = 770nm.

The spot diameter is around 3 µm. The THz radiation is ob-

tained with an infrared FEL (FELBE). The THz frequency is

tuned from 5.5 to 26THz (from 22 to 110meV). The THz

pulse length is of about 5ps. The TiSa laser is reduced from

78MHz to 13MHz by pulse-picking with a Pockels cell to

match the FEL repetition rate.

Figure 1(a) shows the time-resolved photoluminescence

spectrum without THz pumping. The visible radiation excites

electrons well-above the band gap. After the initial thermal-

ization and relaxation of the photo-excited carriers, a long-

living PL emission is observed at 1.31eV. The PL emission is

assigned to a combination of defect-assisted radiative recom-

bination and band-to-band recombination25,26. Figure 1(b)

shows the PL decay integrated over the photon energy. The

PL decay time of the PL emission is longer than the time range

of our setup, i.e. τD > 1ns.

Figure 1(c) shows the time-resolved PL spectrum with the

additional THz pulse. The THz pulse arrives around 250 ps

after the visible pulse and induces a PL quenching. Shortly

after the quenching, the PL emission is recovered.

The time dependence of the spectrally integrated PL emis-

sion is shown in figure 1(d). The PL emission is quenched

by about 35% by the THz radiation at THz fluence φFEL =
5 µJ/cm2 and reaches values higher than 50% at higher flu-

ences (see figure 1(e)). The THz fluence dependence of the PL

quenching parameter Q shows a saturation behavior at high

fluences (Fig. 1(e)). The quenching parameter Q is the frac-

tion of PL quenching during the THz pulse arrival with respect

to the PL just before the THz pulse. It ranges between 0 (no

quenching) and 1 (full quenching).

In order to extract the PL decay constants, a system of rate

equations is used containing the decay constants (τrise, τPL,

and τcooling) and the quenching parameter Q (all the details are

given in SM). The fits of the PL time dependence are shown

in figure 1(b) and 1(d). This way we extract a recovery time

after the FEL pulse of τcooling = 40± 10ps at 10 K of lattice

temperature. The PL rise time is τrise = 50± 10 ps.

At this point, the most important question to answer con-

cerns the mechanism responsible for the PL quenching. As

discussed in the literature for quantum well and quantum

dot semiconductor systems, various physical mechanisms can

lead to a PL quenching27–32.

To investigate whether we observe a resonant effect, we

repeated the experiment at different FEL photon energies

and we did not observe any significant dependence within

our signal-to-noise ratio (see SM). We conclude that we ob-

serve a broadband non-resonant effect; thus, resonant effects

such as phonon excitation33, resonant excitation of shallow

impurities28, intra-excitonic transitions (e.g. 1s-to-2p)27,34,

and intersubband transitions29 can be ruled out.

We also rule out exciton ionization as origin of the PL

quenching since the fluence dependence of the PL quench-

ing shows a saturation behavior that is in contradiction with

an exciton ionization process30 and, moreover, we observe a

strong PL quenching at THz fields of the order of 1 kV/cm

which is much lower than the needed electric field for exciton

ionization in InSe, since the exciton binding energy is of about

20meV35–37.

Furthermore, lattice heating due to non-resonant absorption

by the substrate could lead to a PL quenching but 1) we do not

expect this fast dynamics, 2) the substrate is transparent and

has a very high thermal conductivity (no heat transfer from

the substrate to the flake and good thermal dissipation), and 3)

the PL emission shows a slight blueshift after the THz pulse

arrival while an increase of lattice temperature would induce

a redshift of the PL emission25,38.

The most probable origin of the PL quenching is THz ab-

sorption by photo-excited free carriers. To verify this inter-

pretation, we analyze the spectral shape of the PL emission

as a function of time (shown in Figure 2(a) and 2(b)). We

fit the spectrum at any time with a convolution of an Ur-

bach tail U(E) ∝ exp( E
Eu
) with the electronic density of state

D(E) ∝ Θ(E −Eg) where Eu is the Urbach energy, Eg is the

band-gap energy, and Θ is the Heaviside step function26,39.

The fitting function was then weighted with a Fermi-Dirac

distribution f ∝ (1+ exp(E−µ
kBT

))−1. The resulting PL inten-

sity reads as:

IPL(ω) ∝ ω2
(

U(E)∗D(E)
)

f (ω ,T ) (1)

where ω is the photon frequency. The complete analytic

expression is given in SM. We use equation (1) to fit the spec-

trum at any delay time using two free parameters: the carrier

temperature and the density of carriers that contribute to the

PL emission. Figure 2(a) shows the spectra with the fit at two

delay times, i.e. just before and during the FEL pulse arrival.

By comparing the two spectra it can be seen that the FEL pulse

induces a quenching and a broadening on the high-energy side

of the peak (see figure 2(b)). This latter effect is direct evi-

dence of hot-carrier emission40. Figure 2(c) shows the time

dependence of the carrier temperature as obtained from the

fit. The carrier temperature shows a sharp increase after the

visible pulse arrival due to the excitation of hot electron-hole

pairs. A second sharp increase of the carrier temperature is

observed at the THz pulse arrival. The increase of the carrier

temperature is of about 50K. From this value, we estimate a

terahertz absorption of A = 0.12% by the photo-excited carri-

ers (see SM).

THz absorption by free carriers explains also the saturation

behavior of the PL quenching at high THz fluences shown in

figure 1(e). At high carrier temperatures, i.e. high THz flu-

ences, the carrier cooling time becomes shorter and the elec-

tron heat capacity larger. The fast cooling of hot carriers via

optical phonons leads to a limitation on the temperature that

the carriers can reach and, therefore, a limitation on the maxi-

mum PL quenching. Similarly, at low temperature the electron

heat capacity increases linearly with the temperature and this

further reduces the heating of the carrier distribution at high

THz fluences. A detailed discussion of these mechanisms is

given in SM alongside with another possible mechanism that

leads to a saturation behavior at high THz fluences.
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FIG. 1: (a) Time-resolved PL spectrum of a thin-flake of InSe at T = 10K. (b) Time dependence of the PL signal integrated

over the emission photon energy (dark grey curve). The red curve is a fit of the experimental data. (c) Time-resolved PL

spectrum with additional THz pumping. The THz pulse arrives 250ps after the optical pulse and induces a transient PL

quenching. The FEL fluence is φFEL = 5 µJ/cm2 at 12THz. (d) Time dependence of the integrated PL signal with THz

radiation. (e) THz fluence dependence of the quenching parameter Q.

(b)(a) (c)

FIG. 2: (a) PL spectra before and during the arrival of the THz pulse. The PL emission is strongly quenched and a broadening

of the peak on the high-energy side is observed. (b) Zoom in of the high-energy tail of the PL spectra. The emission gets

broader at higher effective carrier temperatures. (c) Time dependence of the carrier temperature. The FEL pulse heats the

carrier system and the radiative efficiency drops dramatically.

Now, we show how the heating of the photo-excited carriers

by THz radiation leads to a PL quenching. To this end, we

calculate the PL emission intensity with a microscopic theory

assuming a quasi-stationary carrier distribution. Therefore,

we calculate the luminescence in the free particle limit41:

I(Ωqz) ∝ Im

(

d ∑
k

f e
k(t) f h

k (t)

Eg +
h̄2k2

2m
− h̄Ωqz − iγ

)

, (2)

with the dipole strength d, carrier momentum k, band-gap en-

ergy Eg, reduced mass of the electron-hole pair m and a phe-

nomenological chosen broadening γ . Note that we assume
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the optical dipole element d to be independent of the momen-

tum, which is reasonable due to the negligible momenta of the

photons41. f e
k(t) and f h

k (t) are the time-dependent electron

and hole distribution after the heating process, respectively.

To obtain the luminescence from equation 2, we calculate

the electron and hole distribution ( f e
k and f h

k ) dynamics with

the Boltzmann scattering equation in the low density limit:

d

dt
f λ i
q =

2π

h̄
∑

k, j,α ,±

|gλ α
k−q|

2

(

1

2
±

1

2
+ nα

k−q

)

δ
(

ε i
q − ε

j
k ± h̄ωα

k−q

)

f
λ j
k −

−
2π

h̄
∑

k,α ,±

|gλ α
k−q|

2

(

1

2
±

1

2
+ nα

k−q

)

δ
(

ε i
q − ε

j
k ∓ h̄ωα

k−q

)

f λ i
q . (3)

The equation accounts for the thermalization of electrons to

the lattice temperature, which is encoded in the phonon occu-

pation nα
q . The summation ± accounts for phonon emission

(+) and phonon absorption (−) processes which are involved

in the scattering. nα
q accounts for the phonon occupation of the

mode α with momentum q. The Dirac delta function imposes

the energy conservation during the electron-phonon scatter-

ing event. ελ i
k = h̄2k2

2mλ is the carrier dispersion as a function

of the carrier momentum k, band λ , and the electronic sub-

band i. The intersubband spacing is calculated in SM and

is about 28 meV between the first and second subband. The

effective masses in the conduction and the valence band are

mc = 0.12m0 and mv = 0.73m0, respectively24,42. g
α ,λ
q is the

electron-phonon coupling element. Further details are given

in SM.

We solve the Boltzmann equation (Eq. 3) for lattice tem-

perature Tlattice = 10 K and by setting an initial carrier tem-

perature Tadd = 50K as obtained by the spectral fit of the PL

emission just after the FEL pulse arrival. We note that we per-

form the calculation for different Tadd and show in SM that

the results do not change qualitatively by varying this param-

eter. With this procedure, we are able to calculate the electron

and hole cooling time as a function of carrier temperature and,

therefore, the luminescence intensity as a function of time.

Figure 3(a) shows the calculated PL spectra for selected

times after the FEL pulse arrival. A PL recovery is clearly ob-

served as consequence of the carrier cooling while the carrier

density is kept constant. The origin of the quenching relates to

the broadening of the electron and hole distributions when the

carrier temperature increases. This can be understood by con-

sidering equation 2: when the carrier temperature increases,

the carrier distributions are broader in the momentum space

and the sum over k in the numerator strongly reduces leading

to a PL quenching.

We stress that the denominator in Eq. 2 contributes to shift

the PL emission to higher energies. This observation is in

agreement with the experimental data. However, the denomi-

nator does not have a significant influence on the PL quench-

ing that is instead ruled by the numerator. The following

is the intuitive interpretation of the observed PL quenching:

the band-to-band bimolecular recombination depends on the

probability to find both an electron and a hole at k and this

probability is strongly reduced when the electron and hole dis-

tributions become broader in the momentum space. Further

details are given in SM.

With this calculation, we can compare the time dependence

of the PL recovery after the THz pulse arrival with the ex-

perimental data (see Figure 3(b) for a lattice temperature of

10 K). We note that in figure 3(b), we multiply the calculated

curve by a multiplication factor to match the intensity of the

PL quenching. In fact, we notice that from the theoretical

calculation we expect a PL quenching of about 70% (Figure

3(a)) differently from the experimentally observed quenching

of 35%. The reasons for this quantitative disagreement are 1)

the limited time resolution of the setup that smear out the dip

in the recorded PL spectra and make the experimental value of

quenching smaller than the actual quenching; 2) in the calcu-

lation, we made the approximation of a quasi-stationary dis-

tribution so that we could define a carrier temperature at any

time. This approximation can be critical especially during the

arrival of the THz pulse and can lead to a wrong value of the

calculated PL quenching.

To further corroborate our results and to get more infor-

mation on the material properties, we investigate the depen-

dence of the PL quenching on the lattice temperature. Figure 4

shows the lattice temperature dependence of the PL recovery

time (black dots). The error bars are calculated considering

the time resolution of the setup and the error of the fitting pro-

cedure. The strength of the PL modulation decreases at high

temperatures (data in SM) as consequence of higher electron

heat capacity and shorter relaxation time. Figure 4 shows also

the PL cooling times calculated with the microscopic theory

(red line). By comparing the experimental and calculated PL

recovery time, we find a good agreement between calculation

and data. This strongly suggests that our interpretation and

our theory capture correctly the physics behind the modula-

tion of the PL signal by the THz pulse.

Interestingly, the cooling time determined via a Boltzmann

fitting of the electron occupation is one order of magnitude

longer than the measured data (Fig. 4, blue line). This is con-

nected to the missing momentum resolution in the simplifi-

cation of the complex carrier relaxation under the influence

of electron-phonon coupling to a single number (the cool-

ing time). Differently from our full microscopic model, this

method to obtain the relaxation time does not account for the
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(b)(a)

FIG. 3: (a) Calculated PL spectra as a function of delay time after the THz pulse arrival on the sample. After the initial

quenching, the PL emission increases due to the relaxation of the heated electrons (holes) to the bottom (top) of the conduction

(valence) band. (b) Comparison between experimental and calculated PL recovery after the THz pulse arrival at 10 K.

FIG. 4: Lattice temperature dependence of measured (black

dots) and theoretically predicted (red line) PL recovery time.

For comparison we also show the electron cooling time (blue

line), which is quite different from the calculated PL

recovery time as explained in the main text. The measured

temperatures are 10K, 30K, 50K, 80K, 110K, and 140K.

fact that the PL emission arises mostly from occupied states

with small momenta. In fact, electron-hole bimolecular lumi-

nescence is sensitive to the most densely populated regions,

which are the low q-regions because they are quickly popu-

lated via optical phonon scattering.

As discussed, we have used Eq.3 to calculate, ab-initio, the

temperature dependence of the cooling times finding a very

good agreement with the experimental data. If we start from

our calculation and leave the electron-phonon coupling con-

stant g as free parameter (not done in any plotted calcula-

tion), we find that the best fit is obtained for g′ = 0.88g, a

slightly smaller value of the coupling constant than what ex-

pected from DFT calculations43,44.

The temperature dependence of the cooling time can mainly

be understood from the scattering of electrons by optical

phonons. At low temperatures, optical phonons only have a

minor impact on the relaxation because the optical phonon

energy (h̄ωZO1
= 12.4meV43) is too large to contribute ef-

fectively to the cooling of carriers with low kinetic energy45.

Therefore, the cooling is mainly determined via acoustic

phonon scattering at low temperatures. Increasing the lattice

temperature increases the kinetic energies of electrons result-

ing in a larger impact of optical phonon scattering to the cool-

ing dynamics. This leads to a speed-up of the cooling at high

lattice temperatures.

Finally, we note that the strength of the PL quenching de-

pends mostly on 1) THz absorption, 2) electron heat capacity,

and 3) carrier relaxation time. In other words, it depends on

how well the heating of the electron distribution via THz ab-

sorption works. In this regard, the low electron mass plays

a central role since the THz absorption and the heat capacity

depends on the electron mass (A ∼ n
m

and c ∼ m in a two-

dimensional electron gas, respectively). High absorption and

low heat capacity lead to a high heating of the carrier distribu-

tion and, consequently, to a strong PL quenching. The carrier

relaxation time plays also an important role and long time cor-

responds to high quenching. To conclude, the PL quenching is

expected in other vdW semiconductors and the effect will be

particularly strong for materials that have low carrier masses

and long relaxation time, which is the case for InSe.

In summary, we investigated the effects of THz radiation

on the PL emission of few-layer InSe. We observe a tran-

sient quenching of the PL emission induced by heating of

the photo-excited electron-hole system. The PL quenching

reaches values up to 52%. The heating and cooling of the

electron-hole system are modeled by Boltzmann equation and

the PL emission is calculated microscopically. With the mi-

croscopic theory, we are able to reproduce the experimental

data corroborating the physical interpretation that THz free

carrier absorption leads to a broader carrier distribution in the

momentum space and, therefore, to a PL quenching. The in-
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crease of cooling time at low temperatures is attributed to the

less efficient cooling via emission of optical phonons because

of their high energy with respect to the thermal energy of car-

riers. By comparing the experimental and theoretical results,

we provide an experimental estimation of the electron-phonon

coupling constants of 0.88 times of the expected values from

DFT calculations.

All in all, we demonstrate the possibility to use terahertz

radiation for the dynamic control of the photoluminescence

emission in a van der Waals semiconductor. This work

demonstrates a promising route for the realization of opto-

electronic technology, such as terahertz detectors and optical

modulators.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Supplementary material with further experiments and cal-

culations is provided.
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